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Notification of the Decisions of the 56th Meeting of the Executive Committee
1.
The report of the 56th Meeting (UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/56/64 & Corr.1), containing the decisions
of the Executive Committee, was conveyed to all Executive Committee members, other participants of the
56th Meeting, and to Parties to the Montreal Protocol. Additionally, decisions related to project approvals,
implementation delays and annual tranche submission delays were communicated to eighty-three Article
5 countries, and to the relevant bilateral and implementing agencies. A post meeting document
summarizing decisions taken at the 56th Meeting was sent by email to all meeting participants, and Parties
to the Montreal Protocol, and was also placed on the Multilateral Fund’s intranet and website.
Decisions requesting certain actions by the Chair of the Executive Committee, the Secretariat
and/or implementing agencies
Monitoring and Evaluation (decision 56/8(b))
2.
In response to decision 56/8(b) the Secretariat, in consultation with the outgoing Senior
Monitoring and Evaluation Officer, drew up a short list of five possible candidates for the position of
interim Senior Monitoring and Evaluation Officer. Following consultations with the Chair and Vice-Chair
of the Executive Committee, Mr. Carlos Canales was selected on the basis of extensive relevant
experience in preparing evaluations and his knowledge of the Multilateral Fund (MLF). Mr. Canales
joined the Secretariat on 3 March 2009.
Status of the refrigerant management plan (RMP) project in Brunei Darussalam (decision 56/71)
3.
The Chair of the Executive Committee wrote to the Government of Brunei Darussalam requesting
the expeditious signature of the project documents to enable the implementation of the RMP. UNEP and
UNDP submitted to the 57th Meeting an action plan for 2009 and 2010 to include activities that would
enable Brunei Darussalam to achieve complete phase-out of CFCs by 2010 (decision 56/71).
Other activities
Institutional strengthening extension requests (decision 56/6 (b))
4.
Pursuant to decision 56/6 (b), the Secretariat is developing a set of objectives, expected results
and indicators for incorporation into future institutional strengthening (IS) extension requests, together
with a set of formats for terminal reports and extension requests. It is intended to complete these activities
by the end of 2009, after consultation with Article 5 countries and implementing agencies, so that the
resulting reporting formats could be used for IS renewal requests presented in 2010. (See paragraph 18
regarding document UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/57/63).
Sources for co-financing (decision 55/43(i))
5.
In response to decision 55/43(i), the Secretariat had written to a number of institutions prior to the
56th Meeting with the objective of identifying individual, regional or multilateral funding mechanisms that
might be suitable and compatible as sources for timely co-financing to top up Multilateral Fund ozone
funding and so achieve additional climate benefits. As reported to the 56th Meeting expressions of interest
had been received from the Global Environment Facility (GEF), the Fonds Français pour l'Environnement
Mondial (FFEM) and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB). The remaining two institutions were
contacted again and further letters were sent to the Nordic Environment Finance Corporation (NEFCO),
the Asian Development Bank and the European Commission in February 2009. Positive replies were
received from the Carbon Finance Unit of the World Bank and NEFCO. Copies of these are attached as
Annex I, for the Committee’s information. An email reply from the Energy Efficiency and Climate
Change Unit of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) suggested a follow-on
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discussion involving both the Energy Efficiency and Climate Change and Official Co-financing units of
the EBRD. The Multilateral Fund Secretariat is presently analysing the responses to assess the further
potential for co-operation. The discussions regarding a facility for additional income from loans and
other sources that will take place under Agenda item 14 of the 57th Meeting will allow the Secretariat to
understand how to further continue the discussion with these institutions and replies will be sent to
institutions following the 57th Meeting.
Review of tasks in preparation for the 57th Meeting
6.

The Secretariat has undertaken the following tasks in preparation for the 57th Meeting.

Status of resources and planning
Balances and availability of resources
7.
The Secretariat prepared information on balances and the availability of resources that included a
review of the obligated total balances from completed projects held by agencies, and any agency support
costs associated with the funds remaining from those completed projects. It also included a calculation of
the total amount of resources available to the Executive Committee for approvals at the 57th Meeting.
Financial planning for 2009-2011
8.
The Secretariat prepared a document on financial planning (UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/57/5) to
assist the Executive Committee to address relevant elements of decision XX/10 taken by the Parties at
their Twentieth Meeting regarding the replenishment of the Multilateral Fund and the US $490,000,000
budget approved by the Parties. The Secretariat proposed annual budgets and resource availability in light
of the expected cash flow during the triennium, the forward commitments approved in principle by the
Executive Committee at previous meetings, the funds available for new activities, and bilateral
contributions for the Executive Committee’s consideration.
Status on implementation of delayed projects and prospects of Article 5 countries in achieving
compliance with the next control measures of the Montreal Protocol
9.
The Secretariat prepared an update on the status of compliance of Article 5 countries in response
to decisions 32/76(b) and 46/4. The document presented as UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/57/6 also contains
information on those Article 5 countries that are subject to decisions of the Parties and recommendations
of the Implementation Committee on compliance, data on the implementation of country programmes,
and the results of the progress in achieving compliance, including information on projects with
implementation delays. Part V of the document addresses the usefulness and level of effort associated
with preparing assessments of the risk of non-compliance.
2009-2011 business plans
10.
The implementing agencies and the Fund Secretariat held a coordination meeting from 26 to 27
January 2009 (see paragraph 30) to consider business planning in the light of the ODS phase-out required
to comply with the 2010 control measures of the Montreal Protocol. Activities planned for countries that
needed assistance to comply with the 2010 control measures were considered, as well as ODS destruction
and several issues regarding the accelerated phase-out of HCFCs.
The Secretariat prepared a
consolidation of the implementing and bilateral agencies’ 2009-2011 business plans reviewing the extent
to which the business plans address the needs identified in the compliance-oriented model-three-year
ODS phase-out plan for 2009-2011, resource allocation for the 2009-2011 triennium, compliance and
performance indicators.
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Monitoring and Evaluation
11.
Pursuant to decision 56/8, the Senior Monitoring and Evaluation Officer (SMEO) prepared terms
of reference for a consultant to prepare a report that would outline the existing terms of reference for the
SMEO position and summarize how evaluation functions in other similar institutions are organized and
implemented. The Secretariat has made arrangements for the consultant to attend the 57th Meeting in
order to present the report (document UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/57/13) to the Executive Committee.
Annual tranche submission delays
12.
The Secretariat prepared a report on annual tranche submission delays and information on several
annual tranches that were withdrawn from consideration at the 57th Meeting due to delays in
implementation (document UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/57/14).
Review of approved projects with specific reporting requirements
13.
The Secretariat reviewed progress reports submitted by the implementing agencies on behalf of
the Governments of Afghanistan, Brunei Darussalam, China, Fiji, Jordan, the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea, and Trinidad and Tobago in light of the original project proposals, ODS data reported
by the respective Governments under Article 7 of the Montreal Protocol, and relevant decisions taken by
the Executive Committee and the Meeting of the Parties. The Secretariat’s review and comments are
presented in document UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/57/15.
Project Review
14.
The Secretariat received 227 funding requests including new multi-year agreements, tranches of
approved multi-year agreements, as well as projects and activities amounting to US $46,080,306,
including agency support costs. Following review by the Secretariat, the number of projects and
programmes that are being forwarded to the Executive Committee for consideration is 199 or 88 per cent
of the total number of funding requests that had been received. Forty requests with a value of US
$13,319,411 are recommended for blanket approval and a further 59 projects and activities amounting to
US $10,946,338 are being forwarded for consideration by the Executive Committee. Twenty-eight
projects and activities were withdrawn by relevant agencies. One policy issue is addressed in this
document namely, deferral of a multi-year agreement tranche due to low rate of disbursement for the
previous tranche.
Cost considerations surrounding the financing of HCFC phase-out (decisions 55/43(h) and 56/65)
15.
The Secretariat prepared a status report on the further analysis of the “functional unit approach”
as a satisfactory and transparent basis for the prioritization of HCFC phase-out technologies to minimize
other impacts on the environment, including on the climate, as originally envisaged in decision XIX/6 of
the Nineteenth Meeting of the Parties (document UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/57/59). The Secretariat is
presently undertaking technical consultations to allow the development of mutually agreed functional
units for the refrigeration and foam sector, and in this respect is organizing a meeting together with a
number of experts prior the 57th Executive Committee meeting. The meeting will be held in Montreal in
conjunction with the Technology and Economic Assessment Panel’s (TEAP) Refrigeration Technical
Options Committee with the aim of utilizing experts from that sector who will be attending.
16.
The Secretariat also prepared an analysis of the outstanding issues that the Executive Committee
needs to address pertaining to HCFC phase-out, namely, second-stage conversions and determination of
cut-off
date
for
installation
of
HCFC-based
manufacturing
equipment
(document
UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/57/60). The document also addresses starting points for aggregate reductions in
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HCFC consumption as stated in the HPMP guidelines, and accounting for the phase-out of HCFCs from
approved projects against the consumption identified in the HPMP.
Production Sector
17.
The Secretariat prepared two documents for the Executive Committee regarding the HCFC
production sector. Document UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/57/61 is a compilation of information from the
reports of the 55th and 56th Meetings of the Executive Committee and an earlier document by the Fund
Secretariat, “Further Elaboration and Analysis of Issues Pertaining to the Phase-out of HCFC Production
Sector
(decision
53/37(g))”
(UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/55/45).
The
second
document
(UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/57/62) provides a summary of information on the operation of the Clean
Development Mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol (CDM), and the amounts of HCFC-22 production
available for credits as a first step (decision 56/64(c)). It presents a brief outline of HCFC production in
Article 5 countries, HFC reduction projects under the CDM, and MLF funding.
Institutional strengthening beyond 2010: funding and levels (decision 53/39)
18.
The Secretariat prepared a review of the current funding arrangements for IS and capacity
building for Article 5 countries and analyses the demand for continued IS support vis-à-vis existing
control measures of the Montreal Protocol. It also considers the implications of decision XIX/6 of the
Nineteenth Meeting of the Parties, which imposed new obligations with respect to an accelerated HCFC
phase-out, and provides the Executive Committee with options for funding IS projects beyond 2010.
Facility for additional income from loans and other sources
19.
Following consultations with the implementing agencies at the inter-agency meeting, the
Secretariat prepared document UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/57/64 pursuant to decision 55/2 of the Executive
Committee that requested the Secretariat to consider potential uses for the facility currently amounting to
US $1.2 million, for a use that was not part of the US $490 million replenishment budget. The document
outlines four possible uses for a special facility.
Reconciliation of 2006 and 2007 accounts
20.
The reconciliation of 2006 and 2007 accounts (decision 56/67) is presented as document
UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/57/65.
Operation of the Executive Committee
21.
In response to decision 54/43 the Secretariat prepared a brief summary of the findings and
conclusions from the previous papers prepared on the operation of the Executive Committee for the 44th,
50th and 54th Meetings. The paper proposes options regarding arrangements for Executive Committee
meetings in terms of the number per year, their duration and the meeting calendar in light of the quantity
and complexity of the future workload of the Committee.
Status of agreements to convert metered-dose inhaler manufacturing facilities in Article 5 countries and
implementation of approved projects
22.
In response to paragraph 2 of decision XX/4 of the Parties to the Montreal Protocol, the Fund
Secretariat prepared a report for the 29th Meeting of the Open ended Working Group (July 2009) on the
status of agreements to convert MDI manufacturing facilities in Article 5 countries. A draft version of the
paper was sent to relevant implementing agencies for their review and their comments were incorporated
into the version presented to the Executive Committee as document UNEP/OzL.Pro/ExCom/57/67.
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Documents and policy papers prepared by the Fund Secretariat
23.
Of the documents submitted for consideration at the 57th Meeting, the following were prepared by
the Fund Secretariat:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provisional agenda and annotated agenda;
Secretariat activities;
Status of contributions and disbursements;
Report on balances and availability of resources;
Financial planning for 2009-2011;
Status on implementation of delayed projects and prospects of Article 5 countries in
achieving compliance with the next control measures of the Montreal Protocol;
Consolidated business plan of the Multilateral Fund and consideration of the updated model
rolling three-year phase-out plan for 2009-2011;
Comments on agencies’ business plans for the years 2009-2011;
Annual tranche submission delays;
Report on implementation of approved projects with specific reporting requirements;
Overview of issues identified during project review;
Bilateral cooperation;
Comments and recommendations on the 2009 work programmes of UNEP, UNDP, UNIDO
and the World Bank (4 documents);
Project evaluation sheets, comments and recommendations on the projects and activities
submitted to the 57th Meeting (34 documents);
Comments and recommendation on the country programme of Equatorial Guinea;
Further elaboration and analysis of issues pertaining to the phase-out of HCFC production
sector (decision 56/64(a) and (b));
Summary of information publicly available on relevant elements of the operation of the clean
development mechanism and the amounts of HCFC-22 production available for credits;
Institutional strengthening beyond 2010: funding and levels (decision 53/39);
Facility for additional income from loans and other sources (decision 55/2);
Reconciliation of 2006 and 2007 accounts (decision 56/67);
Operation of the Executive Committee (decision 54/43);
Report on the request from the Twentieth Meeting of the Parties to the Montreal Protocol on
status of agreements to convert metered dose inhaler manufacturing facilities in Article 5
countries and implementation of approved projects (decision XX/4).

Cooperation with other Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEAs) and other organizations
24.
The Chief Officer received an invitation from the Executive Director of UNEP to attend the
Second session of the International Conference on Chemicals Management (ICCM2), Geneva,
Switzerland from 11 to 15 May 2009. A request was also received from the Secretariat of the Strategic
Approach to International Chemicals Management (SAICM) for a report on activities supported by the
Multilateral Fund that contribute to the objectives of SAICM, and an update on actions agreed by
Montreal Protocol governing bodies on further engagement in SAICM. In this regard, the Chief Officer
wrote to the Executive Secretary of the Ozone Secretariat requesting information on what further action
has been taken by the Ozone Secretariat following the communication in respect of decision 49/1. In
response, the Secretariat was informed that the no decision had been taken by the Parties on the matter. A
copy of the letter from the SAICM Secretariat and the correspondence between the Ozone and Fund
Secretariats is attaches as Annex II. The Secretariat would like to request the guidance of the Executive
Committee on the request for a report to the second session of the ICCM2.
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Meetings attended and missions undertaken
Missions of the Chief Officer
Poznan, Poland (29 November - 6 December 2008)
25.
The Chief Officer attended the first week of the United Nations Conference on Climate Change
(UNCCC-COP 14) in Poznań and liaised with the UNFCCC Secretariat on presenting decisions XX/7 (on
ozone depleting substance (ODS) banks) and XX/8 (on high global warming potentials (GWP) HCFC
alternatives) of the 20th Meeting of the Parties to the Montreal Protocol to UNCCC-COP 14.
New York, United States of America (29 January – 4 February 2009)
26.
The Chief Officer also travelled to New York on 30 January to 3 February to meet senior
management of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and advise them on the current and
future challenges that the implementing agency (IA) is likely to encounter in its programme to phase out
ODS, in particular HCFCs. She also had the opportunity to meet Ms. Juanita Castano, the UNEP
Representative of the Executive Director at UN Headquarters, Ms. Angela Cropper the Deputy Executive
Director of UNEP and to hold discussions with the Executive Director of UNEP, Mr. Achim Steiner, on
matters related to the Multilateral Fund.
Vienna, Austria (10-13 February 2009)
27.
On 11-13 February, the Chief Officer attended meetings at the United Nations Industrial
Development Organization (UNIDO) in Vienna. Here she gave a presentation to UNIDO’s senior
management on the contribution made by the IA to the successful phase out of CFCs and methyl bromide,
the future work of the Multilateral Fund, and in particular the current challenges faced by UNIDO to help
key countries (e.g. China and India) to complete CFC phase-out in the MDI sector and to meet the future
challenge of HCFC phase out.
Missions related to the monitoring and evaluation work programme for the year 2009
28.
A consultant, contracted to prepare a number of country case studies on the evaluation of chiller
projects, is undertaking a series of missions in late March and early April 2009 to Croatia, the former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and Turkey. A Senior Programme Officer from the Fund Secretariat is
to participate in the mission to Turkey as a resource person. Another three consultants were contracted to
prepare eight country case studies on the evaluation on the terminal phase-out management plans: Croatia
(16-20 March 2009 including travel), Ecuador (6-10 March 2009), Moldova (6-10 April) and Paraguay
(2-4 March 2009). Mission dates for the Bahamas, Kuwait, Mongolia and Papua New Guinea are still to
be confirmed.
Missions of other staff
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (December 2008)
29.
A Senior Programme Management Officer participated in the first inception workshop for the
preparation of an HCFC phase out management plan (HPMP) organized by UNDP in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia from 2 to 3 December 2008. She made a presentation on behalf of the Secretariat on the
guidelines for the preparation of HPMPs as well as other HCFC-related decisions taken by the Executive
Committee relevant for the preparation of an HPMP in the country.
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Inter-Agency Coordination Meeting
30.
In order to facilitate preparations for the 57th Meeting, the implementing agencies and the Fund
Secretariat held an Inter-Agency Coordination Meeting from 26-27 January 2009. Participants included
Secretariat staff, all four multilateral implementing agencies, and two bilateral agencies (Germany and
Japan). The meeting enabled the Secretariat and agencies to discuss a wide range of issues including
financial planning for the 2009-2011 triennium in view of the US $490 million replenishment budget,
business planning for 2009-2011, submissions to the 57th Meeting, and scheduling for network meetings
in 2009.
Recruitment and Selection Progress Report
31.
As a follow-up to decision 54/44 approving a new staffing structure, including the upgrade of the
post of the Deputy Chief Officer from P5 to D1, the Secretariat finalized the jobs description of the
Deputy Chief Officer. The classification exercise confirming the position at D1 level has been completed
and the position is being launched in Galaxy. The selection process will start soon after the deadlines for
application following the Galaxy standard procedures.
32.
The classification exercise of the two new professional posts at P3 level and two General Service
posts at G6 level have been completed and the four positions have been launched in Galaxy. The
Secretariat expects to fill these posts by July 2009. In the meantime, the Secretariat has been able to
identify and recruit short-term appointments against these positions.
Preparation for the meetings of the Executive Committee
33.
Logistic arrangements were made for the 57th Meeting of the Executive Committee, to be held at
the International Civil Aviation Organization, Montreal, Canada from 30 March to 3 April 2009. Letters
of invitation and passwords to access meeting documentation on the intranet were provided to members
of the Executive Committee, the President of the Bureau of the Twenty-first Meeting of the Parties, the
President and Vice President of the Implementation Committee, the Executive Director of UNEP, the
Executive Secretary of the Ozone Secretariat, the implementing agencies and NGOs.
34.
The Secretariat is awaiting guidance from the Executive Committee on whether to move the
58th Meeting one day ahead of the tentative schedule, 6 to 10 July 2009, to enable Members to depart in
time to attend coordination meetings in Geneva in preparation for the 29th Meeting of the Open-ended
Working Group.
35.
Since the 56th Meeting, the Secretariat was advised by the Government of Egypt that it would be
able to provide all the necessary conference facilities, administrative support and protocol coverage for
the 59th Meeting of the Executive Committee should it take place in Sharm El Sheikh (Egypt) from
10-14 November 2009. The Government would not, however, be able to cover the cost differential for
staff travel and conference services estimated at US $250,000 as a result of holding the meeting in Sharm
El-Sheikh instead of Montreal. To avoid extra costs to the Multilateral Fund, the Executive Committee
may wish to consider holding the 59th Meeting in Montreal following the Ozone Secretariat’s Montreal
Protocol meetings with a one week gap (from 16 to 20 November) or a two week gap (from 23 to 27
November), noting that the United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP 15) will take place in
Copenhagen from 7 to 18 December 2009. The Secretariat would appreciate guidance from the
Committee on whether to hold the 59th Meeting in Sharm El Sheikh back-to-back with the 21st Meeting of
the Parties to the Montreal Protocol, or in Montreal during one of the weeks identified above.
36.
The Secretariat assisted the Ozone Secretariat with preparations and arrangements for the
meetings of the TEAP Medical Technical Options Committee and the Refrigeration Technical Options
Committee, which are being held in the Fund Secretariat’s premises from 22 to 27 March 2009.
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Information activities
37.
The report of the 56th Meeting of the Executive Committee in Arabic, Chinese, English, French
and Spanish, a post-meeting summary and a news release were posted on the Multilateral Fund public
web site (www.multilateralfund.org). A 57th Meeting site was created on the intranet containing
documents and logistical information on the 57th Meeting. Documents for general distribution were
placed on the public web site. The Fund Secretariat reviewed and updated the following databases,
documents and operational guidelines for the 57th Meeting:
•
•
•
•
•

Inventory of Approved Projects as of November 2008;
Country Programme Summary Sheets as of November 2008;
Policies, Procedures, Guidelines and Criteria as of November 2008;
Phase-out plans and projects as of November 2008;
Executive Committee Primer (2009).
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ANNEX I
The World Bank
INTERNATIONAL
BANK
FORRECONSTRUCTION
ANDDEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
ASSOCIATION

1818H StreetN.W.
Washington,
D.C 20433
U SA

(202)473-1000
CableAddress:INTBAFRAD
CaNeAddress:INDEVAS
/

December

Ms. Maria Nolan
Chief Officer
Multilateral Fund for the Montreal

1, 2008

_/

-7

/

/

Protocol

1800 McGill College Ave. 27th floor
Montreal Quebec H3A 3J6
Canada
Dear Ms. Nolan,

Sub.' Collaboration between the World Bank's Carbon Finance Unit with the Multilateral Fund
Further to your letter inviting the Bank's Carbon Finance Unit to collaborate with the Multilateral Fund for
thc Montreal Protocol on the identification of co-financing mechanisms for projects presenting ozone layer
protection and climate change mitigation benefits, we understand you have not received Ms. Chassard's
reply of October 9, 2008. Please accept my sincere apologies for the failed delivery.
I reiterate the strong interest of the Bank's Carbon Finance Unit to collaborate with the Multilateral Fund for
the Montreal Protocol on the identification of co-financing mechanisms for projects presenting ozone layer
protection and climate change mitigation benefits. 1 also take this opporlunity to thank the Multilateral Fund
fnr the Montreal Protocol for inviting the Bank's Carbon Finance Unit to collaborate on this important
subject.
A copy of Ms. Chassard's

previous letter is attached for record.

We look lbrward to filrther discussing

potential areas of collaboration

with the Multilateral

Fund.

Sincerely,

Neeraj Prasad
Acting Man/lgeer_CqrbOpnnF_nance Unit

_"'_/

RCA

248423

.

LI WU164_45

(2c.

[_

FAX

(202)

477-6391

/

('

·
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1818H StreetNW

INTERNATIONAL

BANK FOe RECONSTRUCTION

INTERNATIONAL

DEVELOPMENT

AND DEVELOPMENT

Washington,

ASSOCIATION

D C

(202)473-1000
20433

US.A

October

Ms. Maria Nolan
Chief Officer
Multilateral Fund for tile Montreal

Cable

Address:

INTBAFRAD

Cable

Address:

INDEVAS

9, 2008

Protocol

1800 McGill College Ave. 271h floor
Montreal Quebec H3A 3J6
CaNada
Dear Ms. Nolan,
Thank you tbr your letter inviting tile World Bank's Carbon Finance Unit to collaborate oil the identification
of co-fiDancing mechanisms for projects prescnting ozone layer protection and climate change mitigation
bcnefits.
The Bank's

Carbon Finance Unit and tile Montreal

Protocol Operation

Team are already

working

on this

irnportant subject with the Global Environment
Facility and we have already made presentations on the
subject (attached to this letter) at a side-event during the 281h Open-ended Working Group Meeting in
Bangkok in .Inly this year. The emerging India Chillers' project is an excellent example of how _e can
collaborate on a single transaction that will deliver both reduction of ODS and improved energy
consumption that will attract carbon financing. Our tbrtbcoming Carbon Partnership Facility would be
looking at programmatic
and scaled-up approaches for reducing emissions of greenhouse gases, which could
provide additiouaI opportunities.
We x_otdd therelbre
Fund.

be delighted

to fin'ther discuss potential arcas of collaboration

with the Multilateral

Sincerely,

.IoOlle Chassard
Carbon

Manager
Fimmce Unit

Enclosures:
- Paper titled "tfCFCPhase-rmt
ulTdL,
rtheMontreal
t'rotocol ltltroductorvNrMe on a l>rogrammatic
Allproac/l"
- _'esentation titled ';Opi_ortzmities' _>r Pursufirg Linkages with the Climate Change ,4gemta".

RCA248423

L) WU_64145

fJ FAX (202) 477 6391
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•

MULTILATERAL FUND
FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MONTREAL PROTOCOL

Secretariat
8 January 2009

~-JL')

Dear M~le7.,
[ refer to the allClched letter from the Coordinator of the SA ICM Secretariat to the
Fund Secretariat and the invitation to participate in, and 10 prepare a report for the second
session of the Intemational Conference on Chemicals M<magernent (tCCM) to be held in
May 2009.
In nddition to the request for information on the activities supported by thc
Multilateral Fund which mig.ht be considered to have contributed to SA lCM" s objectives,
it is expected that the rcpo11 should also contain an update on actions agreed by Montreal
Protocol governing bodies on the ful1her engagement in SA ICM.
You may rec::l1l that the then Ch<.linnal1 of the Executive Committee, Mr. Khaled
Klaly, VI'[ote to you on 28 July 2006 transmitting decision 49/1 of the Executive
Committee with regards to SAICM citing in paniculor paragraph (e) which requested the
Chillr of the Executive Committee to "'brin;{ to {he m{e!1t/on of fhe Ozone Secretariat.
fluor to Ihe £ighteen/h lvleeting of Ih(' Parties. the im'itatlOlI by the .first session oj' fhe
Internalional Conjerel/CC' 011 Chemicals Managcmcl1f (lCCM) 10 the MOlltreal Prorocol
(/ud ils /vluhila/em/ Fund
10 consider Jovhelhcr and hoH' these might support
IInp/emcn!ation oj appropriate and re/e\'Ql1t stratcgJ(' approach objectives within their
mondatcs and to report to rhe /CCM ".
I \vould be grateful if you could kindly provide me witb infonl1alion on what
further action has been taken by the Ozone Secretariat following our communication or
dtx:ision 49/1 as soon as possible. as I would need to infonl1 members of the Executive
Commillee of the SAleM invitation as well as seek their guidance on the request for a
reran to the second session of the teeM.
Sincerely,
,~

~A~ ij~"'-[,

Maria Nolan
ell iet' Offi eer

Mr. Marco Gomalu
I":xecutivc Secretary
O;one Secretarial
lJNFP
Ulc!llsure.

1 BOO McGill College Ave __ 271h Floor. Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 3J6 Tel

(514) 282-1 122 Fax: (514) 282-0068
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